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A photographic and inspiring journey to places

that make you feel at home, 

because they satisfy your need for 

security, belonging and peace.



 Feel at home. Be welcome in places where you will find 

familiarity, well-being, safety, security, joy, silence and amazement. 
Parts of the low-glacier Zugspitze massif are reflected by the small, motionless Frillensee, nearby the famous Eibsee, in the evening sun - August 2023



 Create bridges and paths and the courage to walk them in order to overcome the insurmountable. 
The Reißinsel nature reserve near Mannheim on the Rhine is rarely covered in such a mystical white winter coat - January 2023



 Raise your sensual antennae more often to receive the right inspirations. 
The almost 8 km long hiking trail along the Spree in Berlin from the main train station to Charlottenburg Palace has many surprises in store - March 2023



 Choose boats that promise you a little thrill for your crossings and passages in life. 
The ASV Rohrhof fishing lake near Mannheim offers people and fish plenty of peace, tranquillity and colorfulness in the winter months - November 2023



 You never know if this will be the last sunset you will experience in this guise. 
A fading dandelion enjoys the warming evening sun and the calm in the fields near Holzgerlingen, before … - May 2023



 Don't let yourself be distracted when it comes to reaching your destination in the distance. 
Am Palais de Chaillot in Paris genießen täglich Tausende den einmaligen Blick und übersehen so manch' andere beständigere Schönheiten - Juni 2023



 Use your courage, your curiosity and your thirst for adventure to explore new terrain. 
The lovingly maintained Olfen natural pool in North Rhine-Westphalia offers not only fun slides but also relaxing sand and sunbathing areas - June 2023



 Build on strong roots, your solid foundation, to grow with confidence and self-assurance. 
The Sechs-Seen-Platte near Duisburg is a wonderful, extensive recreational area for hikers, bird and tree lovers - September 2023



 Surround yourself with your favorite chandeliers, art treasures and feel-good mirrors. 
Even if you can feel overwhelmed by all the pomp, splendor and ostentation in the halls of Versailles, they are stunning art history - May 2023



 Share the beautiful and magical moments of the day with someone - consciously and in peace. 
The Markkleeberger Lake, to the south of Leipzig, no longer looks like an open-cast mining pit at all - March 2023



 Gain new strength and energy for great deeds in the silence and harmony of nature. 
Before the Stever River flows into the Lippe near Haltern am See, it offers every excursionist its natural tranquility and beauty - July 2023



 Create special moments with the people you love. They will remain unforgettable. 
The view out over the "UNESCO World Heritage Wadden Sea" at the spa town of Norddeich advertises with the slogan: What a view. What a truth. - April 2023



 Find your balance. It should make little effort and give you energy. 
The extensive beach and harbor promenade of Port de Soller on Mallorca offers more than just culinary and sophisticated sights - October 2023



 Flourish without comparison. Flourish without worry. Flourish without regret. 

Flourish with grace and joy. 
Bonus-Pic: The brilliant and varied blossoms at the Federal Garden Show in Mannheim always gave me a smile - May 2023
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